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A century after the photographer Walker
Evans's birth in St. Louis, an impressive
number of books liave recently been appear-
ing under Iiis name, reshaping the public
view of his work. Althouglh Evans is best
known for his advance of documentary-style
photography and for Iiis contribution to the
book Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, several of
the newer books present Evans's work from
less familiar vantages. Here (as with photo-
graphic history in general) the monographsic
format dominates, and though the hlegemo-

ny of the proper name may be an obstacle
to thinking historically about the medium,
the sheer number and variety of books that
bear Evans's name pose a stimulating ques-
tion: what shapes the strong persistence of
the artist-function in the age of the image
archive?'

Evans made tens of thousands of expo-
sures in his lifetime, of whiclh he printed
thousands himself.2 Even within the smhaller
figure (already itself a selection), the basic
archive from which interpretations of
"Walker Evans" are drawn is strongly weight-
ed toward the 1930s. American Photographs,
which cemented Evans's standing, appeared
in 1938, while the catalogue of the 1971
Museum of Modern Art retrospective orga-
nized by John Szarkowski was skewed to
the work of that decade.3

This is understandable-to emphasize
the obvious, the first task of anyone organ-
izing a book-format presentation of a pho-
tographer such as Evans is to omit the bulk
of the work. And especially with an archive
as large and diverse as Evans's, one might
find unity or diversity with equal ease-
depending, of course, on what one sets out
to look for. Therefore, I am most interested
in the position that each successive selec-
tion-interpretation of Evans takes with
respect to its predecessors-how, for exam-
ple, the Keller Evans or the Rosenheim
Evans responds to the Kirstein Evans or the
Szarkowski Evans. From this point of view,
the protean, even chimerical figure of Walker
Evans himself-the figure at the center of
the system-comes to seem almost a dis-
traction from this game. The various cata-
logue texts occasionally threaten to bog
down in scholastic competition over their
status with respect to Evans himself, rather
than clarifying their status with respect to
each other. "Evans himself," that protean
archive of over forty thousand prints accessi-
ble only to those with sufficient credentials
and resources to travel to the various muse-
ums and libraries that hold the archive, is
unavailable to most readers of these books.
So, comparing these books with each other
is a somewhat less impossible task than
comparing them against the archive itself

The standard view of Evans, as suggest-
ed above, gives heavy emphasis to the black-
and-white photographs of tenant farmers
and roadside Americana made in the 1930s.
This is the Evans chiefly in dialogue with

canonical works from Robert Frank's The
Americans (1959) and Szarkowski's NCv
Documents catalogue (1967) to Sherrie Levine's
AfterWalker Evans (1981) and Martha Rosler's
The Bovery in Tvo Inadequate Descriptive Systems
(1974-75)-precise, economical, understat-
ed, frontal, neutral, evenly lit, demonstrating
an aesthetic of the ordinary.4 And yet, as
the new books make clear, Evans was hardly
restricted in either medium or subject.
He went to Cuba to make photographs to
accompany Carleton Beals's anti-Machado
polemic. Some of his first published work
appeared opposite Hart Crane's poem "The
Bridge." In the 1960s, while on staff at
Henry Luce's Fortune magazine, he extended
the documentary style to new heights of the
didactic and banal. Later, he made a practice
of removing road signs from their sites and
adding them to his collection. He also had
a long-lasting if moderately infrequent
practice of making portrait photographs
of friends and loved ones. And so forth.

Whether these lesser-known projects
are variations or deviations from Iiis main
project, or instead evidence of a basic differ-
ence or heterogeneity within his archive
is unanswerable (or rather, always already
answered). Hence, in this context, I would
prefer to consider the recently published
volumes in relation both to each other and
to the already published work on Evans.

One group includes three slim volumes
from Getty Publications, each of whichi
focuses on a particular subject addressed by
Evans during the early to middle periods
of his career: his trip to Gerardo Machado's
Cuba in 1933, his trip to the west coast of
Florida in 1941, and Iiis photographs of
signs, selected chiefly from the period
between 1929 and 1947. Both the Florida
trip and the Cuba trip are argued to repre-
sent important steps on the path of the pho-
tographer's mature documentary style as it
would later be expressed in work for the
Farm Security Administration and in Let Us
Now Praise Famous Men. Meanwhile, Signs nomi-
nates its subject as a long-term continuous
presence in Evans's work, although only four
of its fifty photographs date from after 1947.

These three books, which make a
complementary series, boast of elegant
design and engaging, knowledgeable text
(by Robert Plunket in Florida, and Andrei
Codrescu in the other two).Their pricing
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and format, moreover, may make them as
attractive to the general museumgoer as to
the connoisseur. For the purpose of photo-
graphic history, though, their conception
may conceal as much as it reveals. Specific-
ally, to present documentary-style photogra-
phy organized by episode or theme, as these
books do, develops the same gambit that
documentary-style photography offers a
positivist-minded viewer; that is, a docu-
mentary photograph is essentially a transpar-
ent reproduction of its object, from which it
follows that a discussion of the photographs
can be reduced to a discussion of the objects
depicted in them.

Evans himself was fundamentally skepti-
cal of this position, notably evidenced by
his remark (recorded at least twice) that his
work should be termed "documentary style"
rather than "documentary" photography. 5

Certainly, Plunket's and Codrescu's texts
repeatedly acknowledge the layered and
ambiguous character of the photographs and
their formation by the photographer's sub-
jecthood, as well as by the objects on view.
Yet the main point of each text is to give a
tour of the same territory as that toured by
the photographs. So Plunket basically gives a
tour of Florida's west coast, while Codrescu
gives tours of 1933 Cuba and of roadside
America, in turn.The effect is to orient
readers toward Evans the illustrator at the
expense of Evans the semiotician, and toward
the referent at the expense of the sign.

In Florida, Plunket, a local resident, novel-
ist, and gossip columnist for a local news-
paper, sketches the region's demographics,
history, and folkways. He notes Evans's affin-
ity for the circus and for trailer homes, and
his lack of interest in the beach. He suggests
that the region's culture is a good match for
Evans's interest in the vernacular.

Among the fifty-four photographs are
a good number that depict statuary in relief
and in the round, providing an opportunity
to reflect on the photographic process.
Specifically, to photograph people is to
freeze them in place and time, to detach
them from the activity in which they are
embedded. By contrast, a photograph of
sculpture freezes an object that is already
frozen. Additionally, it removes the chance a
viewer normally has to experience the sculp-
ture from different distances and angles.
Hence, Evans's photograplhs of both people
and sculpture convert both subjects into

something like two-dimensional icons.The
selection and sequencing of photographs in
Florida, if not the accompanying text, encour-
age readers to consider this fact.

The photographs from Evans's 1933 visit
to Cuba can be compared with those from
his Depression-era travels in the Southern
United States. In both cases, the photographs
complement a text that intends to inform
metropolitan viewers about antipodal social
problems, and in both cases the ambiguity
and complexity of the photographs chal-
lenge any simple interpretation. For James
Agee, writing in Let Us Nowv Praise Famous Men,
Evans's photographs provided an occasion
for agonized questioning of the writer's
and/or viewer's own complicity in the over-
all situation, whether in reciprocity with or
in exploitation of those depicted. By com-
parison, Codrescu argues in the Getty vol-
ume, the photographs in The Crime of Cuba
stand in uneasy tension with Beals's text,
which was a direct polemic against the
Machado regime and the United States inter-
ests aligned with it.The diversity of Evans's
subjects in this case-a variety of races,
classes, and genders, a number of architec-
tural and urban settings, and both mass- and
hand-produced artifacts of everyday life-
suggests an effort to sample the breadth of
the term "Cuba" and also implies the diffi-
culty of defining it through any particular
concept. In fact, the sheer diversity of
objects collected here allows for the possi-
bility that "Walker Evans" rather than
"Cuba" may actuaDly be the most useful
prism through which to regard this body
of work. In the Cuba collection, there are
examples of many of the urban subjects that
recur in Evans's work in U.S. cities: crowds,
anonymous portraits, signage, and store-
fronts. (Judith Keller notes in the introduc-
tion that many of these subjects were owed
to Eugene Atget's earlier work.) Although
the scope of the book does not allow readers
to make direct comparisons between this
work and its counterparts elsewhere in the
Evans archive, those already familiar with
Evans will be able to make such compar-
isons independently.

Of the three Getty books, Signs offers the
most promise for insight into Evans's meth-
ods, collecting fifty of ihis photographs of
signs from different contexts. Signage might
not seem a very productive subject for pho-
tography-already flat and inert, it is not

transformed by being photographed, as are
three-dimensional or moving subjects.Yet
photograplhing signs was a decades-long
habit of Evans's.

In the text, Codrescu compares Evans's
1929 photograph of lighted billboards in
Manhattan to Guillaume Apollinaire's
Calligrammes and to
later concrete poetry,
as both the phioto-
graph and the poetic
genres drive a wedge l
between language as a
communicative medium and language as a
visual artifact (6).This disjunction creates an
effect of poetic estrangement, yet it would
be a mistake to characterize it too neatly as
a contradiction. In the 1929 photograph, for
example, the words "Lucky Strike," "Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer," and "Hollywood" are stil
visible and stiDl retain their connotations,
even if they do not resolve into a coherent
message.

Connotation, as it happens, is a major
basis for Codrescu's entire essay, which
makes great use of associations. He associ-
ates Evans's father's position as ad-man with
the United States' "unique role in the world:
bountiful father-provider" (lo), associates a
garaged truck with a devotional icon (28),
associates an Evans-photographed store in
Alabama with one personally witnessed
by Codrescu in Baton Rouge (31), and so
forth. The cumulative richness of associa-
tions called up by Evans's photos is undeni-
able, and Codrescu is lyrical in evoking its
sweep. Still, it is at the cost of slighting cer-
tain of the medium-specific photographic
effects with which a critic more bound by
art-historical discipline might have dealt.
What to make, for example, of the tension
between the photographed text that directly
speaks to or hails the photograph's reader-
viewer, and the remainder of tlle scene,
which often appears totally indifferent to
him or her? If only Codrescu had had space
to make more of his observation that "one
of the unintended ironies of photography"
is that "the ephemeral and the enduring are
indiscriminately preserved on film" (S6).
In any event, the book offers a tantalizing
introduction to one of Evans's greatly endur-
ing and enigmatic projects.

The second group of books collectively chal-
lenges the received view of Evans's career
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that emplhasizes the work of the 193os at the
expense of earlier and later periods.Arguably,
the fame of Evans's Depression-era work
was conditioned by the conjunction of his
style with the viewing conditions created by
massive social crisis. Therefore, to see how
similarly produced work fares outside such
a charged moment is a test not only of art-
career savvy but also of the interplay between
formal and historical developments. Each
of these three books (Perfect Documents,The
Lost Work, and Polaroids) makes its own case
for the significance of long-neglected bodies
of work.

Thie earliest is the collection of pho-
tographs of African sculpture in Perfect
Documents, the result of an assignment for
whichi Evans produced nearly five hundred
images of the sculpture in the Museum of
Modern Art's 1935 African Negro Art exhibition.
Virginia-Lee Webb summarizes her claim for
die importance of Evans's work's as follows:
"The African portfolio was not created in an
aesthetic vacuum and ... is an integral part
of a complex and formative period in the
generation of Evans's mature style" (45). In
support of that claim, Webb notes several
key motifs that Evans brought to the project,
including a "nonassertive style and absence
of pictorial artifice" (43)' a seamless, neutral
background and absence of cues to the
objects' actual sizes, and the same "highly
stylized pictorial vocabulary ... concentrat-
ed yet sourceless illumination," and subjects
"fitted tightly into the frame" ( is) that
would characterize the later work.

Certainly the greatest difference between
this collection and typical Evans work is as
follows: when lie engaged in the "photo-
graphic editing of society" that he set out
as a central task in 1931, his close cropping,
sourceless illumination, etc., were in service
of a conceptual program that consisted of
choosing subjects, isolating them within the
flux of life, and sequencing the results in
order.6 In contrast, when dealing with the
sculpture in African Negro Art, the museum's
conceptual program had already been exe-
cuted, and it remained only for Evans to
make Iiis stylistic contribution. As is the case
witi some of his later work for Fortune, style
segregated from concept struggles to be
more than craft or fashion.

In ClarkWorswick's introduction to The
Lost Work, lie tells an informative story about
the disposition of Evans's estate, placing it in

context of the art-photography-market
boom of the past thirty years. In 1974,
George Rinhart offered Evans S ioo,ooo for
the estate of a nearly fifty-year career; today,
such a sum would not suffice for a single
print by one of the market's top performers.
Worswick also has a complaint to register
concerning what he views as the distorted
public image of Evans's work. As the market
for Evans pictures grew, Worswick writes,
"virtually the whole world wanted his FSA-
period work and the work from the years
1933-40 ... Evans the artist was condemned

77. : 'r :;!'' 7 t';.'$; ..
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to run endlessly in the same place . .. the
same pictures over and over and over again"
(17-18). Further, the 2ooo Metropolitan
Museum retrospective, "for all its well-
meaning intentions, plows the field of prev-
iously published Evans images one more
time. It contains no surprises and fewer
delights in elucidating the breadth of Evans's
remarkable career, focusing again on the
eight-year period 1933-40" (21, note 3).
This assessment is echoed in the brief con-
cluding essay by Evans biographer Belinda
Rathbone (248). Although the Metropolitan
catalogue actually includes a significant
number of later pictures, Worswick's book
does an invaluable service in presenting
numerous unfamiliar images in a high-
quality printing, ordered roughly by date
and appearing mostly at two per page
spread, on opposite sides and with titles
moved to the rear of the book. The present-
ation is the most pictorial of any Evans
book, with no explicit scheme, not even

the division into sections that characterized
American Photograple. Hinting at a way of making
sense of this, Rathibone's conclusion notes,"to
Evans's eyes, everything was artifact" (iSo).
Although the property of artifactuality of
course applies to any photographed object at
all, it may indeed have been Evans's special
contribution to have recognized t1his and to
have applied it to his selection of subjects in
advance of actually photograplhing them.

The results of the seventy-year-old
Evans's work with the then-new Polaroid
SX-70 instant color camera, shortly before
his death in i175, are the subject of Palaroids.
With this equipment, a drastic reduction
in technical range corresponds with an
increased emphasis on conceptualization. As
Evans pointed out, "It reduces everything to
your brains and taste" (6). By way of con-
text, in 1974 Ed Rusclia had long since pub-
lished his books Tiventysix Gasoline Stations and
Every Building on the Sunset Strip, and William
Eggleston was two years before his landmark
show of color photographs at MoMA.
Evans's Polaroids occupy an ambivalent mid-
dle position between these two divergent
paths: even as Ruscha's serial, deskilled ren-
dering of the roadside scene threatens to
make Evans's selectivity appear finicky if not
mannered, Evans's own deployment of the
SX-7o's tacky, misaligned color spectrum
outdoes Eggleston's eloquent color in the-
matizing the artifice of his subject matter.To
make another comparison, of the portraits
in Palaroids with both Evans's earlier portraits
and the carved masks in Perfect Documets, the
Polaroids are actually closer to the latter as
regards their decontextualized, flattened
composition. In his introduction, Jeff L.
Rosenheim makes the astute comparison
that "the camera's instant prints were for the
frail artist what scissors and cut paper were
for the aging Matisse: the catalyst for a new,
provocative, chromatically elemental, yet
profoundly inventive body of work" (8).

The third group of books (the Phaidon
Walker Evans, the Metropolitan Museum Walker
Evans, and Unclassified) aims for the difficult
task of representing "Walker Evans" as a
whole, through a representative sample of
work combined with historical essays.Two
of these, the slim Phaidon volume and the
substantial Metropolitan Museum catalogue,
can be compared as micro- and macro-scale
renditions of similar ideas.
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The Phaidon Walker Evans is one of a
series that the publisher compares to the
first Penguin paperbacks in their shared aim
for a combination of low price and high
editorial and production standards for a
wide audience. Its general success in that
respect will surely help to perpetuate the
sense of photography as a history of proper
names, rather than as a history of styles or
ideas, at the most widespread level. In this
volume, Luc Sante's text appears in the form
of a twelve-page critical and biographical
essay, followed by seventy-five-word cap-
tions for each of fifty-five photographs
chosen to represent Evans's whole career.
Sante fills the small space with admirable
economy, offering a review of many of
the canonical interpretive themes with no
alarms and no surprises.The format of single
prints accompanied by extended captions
has been notably used by Szarkowski as well
as by Evans himself (in his contribution to
the 1969 volume Quality: Its Image in the Arts)
and supports the idea of photography as a
poetic art.

However, both the scale and number of
the prints, at roughly those of a standard
deck of cards, suggest an unexplored possi-
bility: that this project might have been pub-
lished as an unbound edition of cards, with
the captions on the reverse side of the pho-
tographs.This would recall both the postcard
project that Evans conceived withTom Mabry
at MoMA and Evans's late-life practice of
shuffling and dealing his SX-70 prints at the
table. It would also allow novice readers, via
the games possible with such a set, some
insight and participation in how meaning
is produced through the selection and
sequencing of images.

The Metropolitan Museum retrospective
catalogue is a large-scale counterpart to the
Phaidon volume, with a wealth of detailed
information drawn from a thorough study
of the museum's Walker Evans Archive. One
very useful feature of the catalogue is the
demonstration of Evans's links to his cultural
context, especially to his models, from
Gustave Flaubert andT. S. Eliot to Atget and
Mathew Brady.Thanks to the great quantity
of primary sources cited in the essays, it
becomes comparatively easy to establish a
basic frame of reference for Evans's work
at any given point.This is so even if, as
Worswick complains, the selection of pic-
tures strays not far from the general view of

Evans's production built up over preceding
decades.

If, as Douglas Eklund writes, "tdie artists
of Evans's generation saw fakery as the
enemy" (4o), a key problem for Evans's

photography could be defined thus: how to
make photographs that enacted the proper
subjective attitude toward the world, while
all the while framing themselves as dictated
by objective circumstances.This attitude,
Maria Morris Hambourg notes, was taken
from Flaubert's writing style, which
couched "a penetrating critique of society

in seemingly transparent descriptive terms"
(9). (For Evans, however, the Oedipal con-
flict with his literary models was too much,
and he turned to the camera as a medium
in which lie could "work directly from his
emotion without getting seriously waylaid
by self-consciousness or inhibition" (23).)

In photography, this mode was already
well established, although not dominant.
Lincoln Kirstein, Evans's early champion,
characterized the CivilWar photographs
attributed to Mathew Brady in terms that
could equally apply to Evans: "the esthetic
overtone of naked, almost airless, factual
truth, the distinction of suspended actuality,
of objective immediacy not possible, even if
desirable, in print" (7s).And yet this "objec-
tive immediacy" is wrought not on behalf
of the objects themselves, but on behalf of
the seeing but unseen photographer, who is
conceived as a dandy in Charles Baudelaire's
terms, seeking the "cult of the self.. .culti-
vation of utter detachment" (8).The cata-

logue follows this same combination of
technique and attitude-eventually com-
bined with the theme of a "basic grammar
of local life-an unconscious American
style" through widely differing assignments
and circumstances (81).

The catalogue is destined to become
the standard reference for Evans's career (in
conjunction with the i1g9 Getty catalogue
raisonne of that museum's nearly twelve-
hundred-print collection of Evans's pho-
tographs), and yet it is not nearly the most
distinctive or fascinating recent Evans collec-
tion. That would be its companion volume,
Unclassified:AWalker Evans Anthology, an inge-
nious selection of materials from the Evans
archive published in book form. In addition
to the essays and statements that might be
found in any collection of artists' writings
and interviews, Unclassified also contains sam-
ples from Evans's collections of postcards
and clipped news photos, not to mention
"Family Albums, 1898-1916" and "Prose
Poems and Lists, 1926-37," among others.
The combination of so much disparate
material is unruly, hard to make sense of,
and thoroughly intriguing. It first of all tends
to unsettle any simplified or diched views
of Evans as Depression photographer or
country-club Anglophile. But it also helps
address two generally relevant questions for
which Evans is a key case in point. First,
how does intelligence in general become
attached to a medium-in Evans's case, how
does it become shaped into a specifically
photographic intelligence? Second, how does
an artist in the age of the image archive,
or museum without walls, organize that
archive so as to create space for his or her
own images to be added to it as a supple-
ment? Unclassified is both support and chal-
lenge for any effort to use Evans's pictures to
answer these or other historical questions.
The volume broadens the frame of reference
established by the other, more strictly photo-
graphic volumes.

Evans has long been established as a
master, a maker of individual images that are
authoritative in both technique and theme.
None of the new books especially attacks
that view, but several of them (especially
when read in conjunction) help set his work
in context of an alternative view of photo-
graphic meaning; that is, meaning as partial-
ly produced tlrough the processes of selec-
tion, ordering, and textual captioning.7
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Familiar today in light of work as diverse as
that of Allan Sekula, Philip-Lorca DiCorcia,
and Bernd and Hilla Becher, this idea of
photography is helped toward a new depth
of historical context by the new books on
Walker Evans.

1. On the dominance of the monographic format
in photography studies. see Douglas Nickel,
'History of Photography: The State of Research,"
Art Builetin 83, no. 3 (September 2001): 548-58.
2. See Rosenheim and Eklund, Unclassified, 170,
for fig'ures on Evans's lifetime output.
3. Of the volume's one hundred photographs,
seventy-seven are from before 1940, and the
remainder from after that date.
4. For an important study of the documentary
style, see Olivier Lugon, Le Style documentaire:
d'August Sander d Walker Evans 1920-1945 (Paris:
Macula, 2001).
S. See "Walker Evans, Visiting Artist: A Transcript
of His Discussion with the Students of the
University of Michigan" [1971], in Photography:
Essays and Images, ed. Beaumont Newhall (New
York. Museum of Modem Art, 1980), 320. and
Leslie Katz, "An Interview with Walker Evans"
[1971], in Photography in Print Writings from 1816
to the Present, ed. Vicki Goldberg (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1981), 365.
6. Evans used the phrase in his book review
"The Reappearance of Photography," Hound &
Horn 5 (October-December 1931), reprinted in
Unclassified, 80-84.
7. Alan Trachtenberg produced a landmark in this
direction. See his Reading American Photographs:
Images as History, Mathew Brady to Walker Evans
(New York. Hill and Wang, 1989), 231 ff.

Benjamin Lima is in the History of Art PhD
program at Yale University. For his MA degree
in visual studies at the University of California,
Irvine, he wrote about Walker Evans's pho-
tographs of signs.

Manet through Rose-
Colored Glasses
Paul Galvez

Carol Armstrong. Manet Monette. New

Haven:Yale University Press, 2002. 400 pp.,
£3 color ills., 133 b/w. 5So.

Edouard Manet wielded color with the mag-
nificent naivete of a child. He also happened
to be the first great painter of modern life,
as Charles Baudelaire would say. Tiis makes
it all the more surprising that discussion of
the relationship of color to modernity in
Manet's work seldom matches the intensity
of other debates surrounding the artist-Isis
plundering of motifs from the old masters,
for instance, or the special place reserved
for him in the art criticism of the period's
greatest writers.

That is, until now. Carol Armstrong's
Manct Manette makes chroma the lynchpin of
Manet's modernism, from the first twinkling
of his talent in the early i86os all the way to
the denouement of Iiis late self-portrait. Her
lines of inquiry radiate in all directions: the
artist's multifaceted exhibition strategies, the
pitfalls of his era's positivist art criticism,
the pressures exerted on his art by mechani-
cal reproduction and commodity culture, Iiis
dialogue withi the Impressionists-all these
topics rightfully receive their due. If one
isas to pick and choose what to talk about,
I would nominate the cliapter on Manet's
"Spanislsicity" (to use Armstrong's term for
the painter's obsession with France's soutis-
ern neighbor), since it seems to me that one
will find the strengtlss and weaknesses of the
analysis presented there to various degrees
tlirougisout the entire book.

In i863, Lola deValmsce was the main
attraction of Manet's exhibition at the
Galerie Martinet, and thus she is also the
star of this chapter comparing Theophile
Gautier's vision of Spain with Baudelaire's.
Wisile Gautier imagined toreros and espadas as
charming relics of Old Spain, the autior of
Les Fleurs du mal could not help but transform
them into Iberian cousins of homegrown
prostitutes and street performers. Comment-
aries abound on the similarities between
Baudelaire's writing and Manet's canvases of
the t86os, but Armstrong's is the first I liave
read to examine the connection primarily
througli the intermediary of the verses

Baudelaire attached to the painting: "But
one sees scintillating in Lola deValence /
The unexpected charm of a jewel rose and
black." Starting from this poetic mingling of
color and sex, Armstrong is able to pinpoint
several passages from the "The Painter of
Modern Life" and "The Work and Life of
Eugene Delacroix" (both published in the
same year as the Martinet exhibition) in
which Baudelaire celebrates the charms of
modern forms of applied color, in most
cases different kinds of clothing or personal
ornament.

But her key example is undoubtedly the
section of the former essay headed "In Praise
of Cosmetics." Her reading of Baudelaire's
homage to make-up is a two-pronged attack.
The first assault comes against classical aes-
thetics' elevation of drawing at the expense
of color, a theory predicated on the idea that
drawing delivers direct access to the ideal
beauty of nature whereas color is nothing
more than false imitation, all the more
damnable because it was often quite pleas-
ing to the eye. Cosmetics was a convenient
way for traditional theorists to combine the
negative quality of fakery with thsat of visual
pleasure, since make-up is nothing if not
artifice in the service of seduction. This first
rebuttal is not unique to Armstrong, or
even to Baudelaire. Indeed the writings of
Jacqueline Lichtenstein and of Jean-Claude
Lebensztejn have shown (among other
tliings) that the frequent association of color
with the figure of the courtesan goes back
to the days of the ancient philosophers.'

Her second target is the dominant-one
could say almost dogmatic-interpretation
of the Baudelaire essay in which the essence
of modernity is said to reside in the act of
lanerie, embodied in the aimless gaze of the
man in the crowd. Armstrong does not con-
tradict this reading but argues that it has
overshadowed other aspects of Baudelaire's
ruminations, in particular his obsession with
maquillagae. Boldly, she insists not only that
the flaneur takes pleasure in the artifice that
surrounds him, but also that it is the appli-
cation of color in all its myriad modern
forms-whether it be make-up or painting
itself-which best helps him become aware
of that artifice.

This original and seductive argument
combines Baudelaire's reversal of the tradi-
tional hierarchy (whicih worshipped draw-
ing while damning color) with his paean to
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